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Summary
Ghlais wouldn’t have lived such a tough childhood had it not been for what happened!
His father Ramah was the brother of Sheikh Abu Sayel, the Chief of the tribe, and he was
neither poor nor weak, but fate was waiting for him at Sheikh Mejhem’s tribe. After that, the 
events unfold and his peaceful, happy childhood is turned upside-down.

Dramatic Plot
Things start when Sheikh Mejhem’s wife accuses a man called Mash’al of assaulting her, so he runs 
for his life. After he kills one of the men chasing him, he goes into Sheikh Abu Sayel’s tribe and takes 
refuge in the first house he reaches, which turns out to be the house of Ramah - Ghlais’s father- who 
accepts the guests and guarantees his safety, but the family of the killed man chase the killer to 
Ramah’s house and kill both Ramah and his guest, and Ghlais the child witnesses his father’s mur-
der. The cruelty of the incident cast takes over him and his heart becomes filled with hatred toward 
Sheikh Mejhem and his tribe, and he grows up tough and with a desire for vengeance.

Production Value 
This series was filmed with the latest equipment and devices that not only introduce the concept 
of portable cameras, but also represent the cinematic formula of visual formation. The costume 
and accessories design were unlike anything done before in Bedouin drama series.
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Ras Ghlais
The Vengeance of Ramah's Son

Sheikh Mejhem's wife accuses Mash'al of assaulting her, so he flees to 
Sheikh Abu Sayel's tribe after killing one of the men chasing him, and 
takes refuge in the house of Ramah, Ghlais's father, but the family of the 
killed man kill Ramah and his guest, Mash'al, all in front of the child Ghlais 
who grows up with hatred and a desire for vengeance to avenge his father.

When a child sees life as a conflict and ongoing killings
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